In ASME paper 83-GT-42, a simple method for designing optimum annular diffusers was proposed and good results were obtained. But it is essentially a 1-D approximate method adapted for axial annular diffusers only. Actually, within the same assumption and limitation, it can be modified and improved effectively by the Mean-Stream-Line
rience of straight walled conical diffusers was presented and good results were obtained( 1 ). The systematic optimum data obtained from socalled CO conical diffusers, which produce the maximum pressure recovery within a stipulated length, was used to be the design criterion. These data can be summarized and presented in Fig.1 ( 1 ). The empirical relation between the optimum G parameter (G* at diffuser inlet) and area ratio AR of the diffuser is expressed by 
But it seems not suitable for high subsonic flow. However, the method proposed by Ref. (1) is essentially a one-dimensional method, which can not determine the flow field in the designed diffuser and can not judge it with the flow parameters of the flow field. Moreover, the computational procedure suggested in Ref.
(1) can only be applied to axial annular diffusers, but many other type diffusers, such as radial or mixed type diffusers, are used very commonly in turbomachines too. So, it is appropriate to improve the method by introducing a simple, reliable and practical two-dimensional method which is able to design all the axial, radial and mixed type annular diffusers.
(1) (3 ) 
(4)
(actually, the exponent of the denominator is not correct, it ought to be 4) and when x-.0, G--tan(1), the angle (I, is a constant for a straight walled diffuser. So, it is proposed by Ref.
(1) that the design of whatever annular diffusers for incompressible flow should follow the criterion that G=Gx=0 =Stan0=G=Const.
along every elementary diffuser with very short length, and the value of G* is determined by Eq.(1). Hence, the design of an axial annular diffuser can be done step by step by adding many elementary diffusers. This point of view is explained and proved similarly again in Ref.
(1) with a straight walled annular diffuser with equal divergence angle (but of opposite sign) to axis, and an equation similar to Eq.(4) is obtained:
The Mean-Stream-Line Method (MSLM) proposed by C.H. Wu( 2 ) more than 30 years ago has been adopted worldwide and has been furthu developed in many ways in China since the fiftieski). It is a simple and reliable 2-D method and is suited to improve the method suggested in Ref.
(1). However, before introducing the improvement, it is appropriate to brief the MSLM first.
,, ", The basic idea of the MSLM is as followsk 4-4 ): For an annular passage (Fig.3) , as an example, if the shape Fig.3 Annular diffuser of a certain selected stream line and the variation of a certain physical quantity along the stream line are known it is possible to derive expressions for the first and higher partial derivatives of A and q with respect to the r, n or z direction from basic equations of the steady invicid isentropic 2-D flow and the relation between the exact differential and the partial derivatives. In practice, the mean stream line (MSL) r m (z) which devides the channel flow into equal parts and the Laval number along MSL are selected usually for design problems. Then, the coordinates of the channel boundary and the variation of velocity on the boundary and inside the flow channel can be expressed in a Taylor series expanT.-sion. Many examples and an approximate analysis show that the fitst three terms in the Taylor series are sufficiently accurate for most engineering calculations of typical subsonic annular passages.
There are 3 sets of equations given in Ref. (4), each is applied to expand along radial, axial or normal direction, and suited to axial, radial or mixed type annular passage respectively. As an example, the equations of normal expansion for non-swirl flow are given as following (Fig.3) , the other two sets of equations are similar to them. Partial derivatives:
The cooridnates of channel boundary: Then, the velocity can be expressed as:
It is thus obviously that if rm=r(z) and A m =A(z) are given, the whole computation is straight forward and extremely simple; especially when the analytical function of rm=r(z) and A m = A(z) are given, the differentiation of these two functions can be done analytically or numerically with extremely high accuracy(J).
The MSLM can also consider the swirl velocity in the annular flow path. It can be done by adding some more terms in Eqs. (7)- (10)( 4 ).
The MSLM can not b ysed for an annular passage with very large angle( 4 ). But for an optimum annular diffuser, the value of 0 angle is much lower than the allowable value of MSLM, so that it is no problem to apply MSLM in this case.
IMPROVED SIMPLE DESIGN METHOD
Before using MSLM to improve the design method supposed by Ref. (1), it is worth re-emphasising that the main independent design parameters of MSLM are r m =r(z) and A m =A(z) (or A m =A(x)). Essentially, Ref. (1) points out the optimal selection of only, it will be explained and utilized later. There is not any suggestion on the selection of rm =r(z) in Ref. (1) because it only supposes a 1-D method. Therefore, selecting of r m (z) in designing annular diffuser has to consult the experience of designing cascades ( 3, 8 ) . For example, the slope and curvature of r m near the inlet or outlet section must be consistent with the condition of the preceding or following component; the minimum curvature radius has to be as large as possible; in general, the number of inflexion points of r m (z) should not exceed one; and so on.
It is suggested in Ref.
(1) that the G parameter should be equal to G* for any very short elementary passage. From the definition of G (Eq.2), the optimal Am(z) can be obtained as follows:
Combining Eqs(2), (3) and Bernoulli's equation dp=-owdw gives:
Since the flow discussed in Ref. (1) is actually a 1-D flow, the parameters r, p and w can be considered as the mean value and written as r m , om and wm . Moreover, 2T=omwmA and ow=Aw c , then Eq. (14) can be rewritten as
In right hand side, p°-pi, T and w e are specified for a design problem; if rm (z) has been selected according to above mentioned consideration and G is assumed to be a constant as in Ref.
(1) for an elementary diffuser, A m (x) can be determined with Eq.(15). But for a constant conical diffuser with definite length, it is obviously from Eq.(4) that G can not be a constant along x. Thus, for using MSLM and the optimum G* data to design annular diffusers with definite length, there must be some modified method to determine Am(x) other than G=Const.. In a simple way, the variation of G along x can be obtained from Eq.(4a) and (5) for the straight walled axial annular diffuser as follows:
Then, the variation of G along x of any annular diffuser is chosen as the same as Eq. (16) and A m (x) can be determined with Eq.(15). Probably, this approach is appropriate only for annular diffusers with approximate axial flow direction, since it is derived from the particular geometric relation of an axial diffuser. Therefore, it is not recommended to use this approach.
Actually, the mean flow relation of a cg conical diffuser is that q m (x) ,,, l/A(x), A(x) is a seEond order polynominal, as well as the data shown in Fig.l . Therefore, it is the better way to determine A (x) from these relations and G* data.
Assuming Thus, the variation of q m (x) can be determined with the optimum data (G* and L*) of the CA conical diffusers, then Am (x) is able to be obtained froffi the isentropic relation between q and A as well as some simple iteration method.
In summary, using Eqs. (1), (3), (6), (17)- (22) and selected rm (z), it is able to design optimum annular diffusers with Eqs. (7)- (13) of the MSLM.
CODES AND CALCULATION EXAMPLES
A set of MSLM BASIC codes have been programed for designing optimum annular diffusers. It can be run even on a very small computer such as the pocket computer Sharp PC-1500 within several minutes. There are several codes suitable for axial, radial and mixed type diffusers, respectively. Of course, these codes can also be combined to suit more complex case.
The experience of programing MSLM code reported in Ref. (3) is also adopted here.
The main input data of the codes are inlet geometry and flow parameters of the diffuser, the specific heat ratio of the working fluid, the outlet Laval n7mber and the analytical function of rm (z) and /or B m (z). The output data of the codes are the geometry of the diffuser channel, the shape of several stream lines and contour of velocity on the meridional plane, the velocity distribution along channel walls and the drawing of these parameters.
Many diffuser design examples have been calculated with these codes, Two of them are illustrated in Fig.4 and 5. The axial diffuser shown in Fig.4 is likely an intermediate diffuser between a gas generator and a power turbine; and the mixed type diffuser shown in Fig.5 is likely an outlet diffuser of an industrial gas turbine. It is seen that the flow field of the diffusers can be obtained after designing, these supplementary data are useful for designers. 
CONCLUSIONS
Within the same assumption, the simple method for designing optimum annular diffusers supposed by Ref. (1) is improved and extended with the Mean-Stream-Line Method. Except axial annular diffusers, the radial and mixed type diffusers can be designed also. The condition of the flow field inside the diffuser can be obtained even with a small pocket computer in several minutes, these data are useful for a designer.
This approach can also be used to design diffusers with other optimum criterions such as some variation rules of pm or Mm along x.
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(1) Adkins, R.C.,"A Simple Method for Designing Optimum Annular Diffusers", ASME paper 83- GT-42, 1983 . appropriate to obtain the partial derivatives of q and A and to use the ariables. By substituting the relations between u.7, q and their comble to derive the first-order derivatives as follows:
where T= X, r and B•, S. as well as P., R., C, in following equations are various simple trigonometric functions of 0 , their definition can be found in Appendix B. Deducing as before, the second-order derivatives can be obtained by differentiating Eqs.(A3), (A4) and (A8) with respect to r and can be written as follows:
• -
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The resultant velocity is the vector sum of A x and A t . Eqs.(A9)-(A14) are suitable for radial Taylor series expansion (axial annular diffusers). For mixed type diffusers, it is more appropriate to expand along normal direction of the mean stream line. The equations suitable for normal expansion can be obtained as follows: First, the corresponding equations for arbitarary (s,n) coordinates (Fig.3) are deduced similarily as before. Then, let the (s,n) coordinates be tangential and normal to the stream line at each expansion point to simplify the formulas and match the expansion direction. As a result, the first-and second-order partial derivatives are derived as: The derivation of equations suitable for axial expansion (radial annular diffusers) is very similar to that for radial expansion. The basic equations are as follows: 
